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Q1. Explain use of copper metal in printing industry.     5 Marks 

Answer-  

 for making bi-metal tri metal plate of printing machine. 
 for making inking roller for offset printing machine. 
 for making line & halftone Block for letter press machine. 
 for making printing machine parts. 
 for making gravure printing machine cylinder. 
 for electroplating of cylinder & plate. 

Q2. Explain testing procedure of finding viscosity of any ink.    5 Marks 

Answer- 
 First we install the viscosity cup into stand and calibrate stand from laying surface at 90° 
 Now place viscosity cup into stand. 
 Now place any finger under orifice and poured liquid into cup. 
 After level full the cup remove the finger from cup’s orifice and start calculating tine in sec. 
 Measure the time until the first break in stream. 
 Measure the temperature of the fluid/liquid in the efflux steam. 

Q3. Write a short note (any two)       2.5 x 2 Marks 

1) Drying time      2) Tack      3) Resistance to chemical fading 

Drying time- The time which is taken by an ink to properly dry on printing substrate called drying time. The 
drying time depends on the printing process and the drying principle of an ink. Some inks required warm 
atmosphere to dry due their vehicle incorporated in ink and some inks required atmosphere oxygen to oxidised 
ink vehicle to set on printing subtract. 

Tack- Tack as the ability of the ink to act as an adhesive. It is by definition the force required to split an ink 
film between two rollers. Tack is an important property in the inking system as well as in the interaction 
between ink and paper and between the inks. High tack is generally desirable, but too high tack will result in 
picking, that is: fibres are pulled out of the paper. Tack also plays an important role in ink trapping in four-
colour printing. As a rule, the ink printed first should have a higher tack than the next one. Both tack and 
viscosity strongly depend on temperature. 

Resistance to chemical fading- This ink property related to effect of chemicals on printed ink colour 
strength. Some printed products are used for packing chemicals or solutions. So in this regards the printing ink 
used for making their packing should be resistance towards the chemical/solution which is pack in there. 
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Q1. Explain any one Inking System of Flexography?     5 marks 
 
Answer- Inking system of Flexography have two types 

1. Three roller inking system 
2. Two Roller inking system 

Three roller inking systems consist of an ink fountain roller, which is typically made of rubber, that passes ink 
to the anilox roller. In these systems the fountain roller speed is kept constant but the anilox roll speed varies.  
As a result, the fountain roller not only passes ink to the anilox roll but it slips against it, wiping excess ink 
from the anilox roll. 

Two roller inking system have no fountain roller. Instead, the anilox roll turn in the ink fountain directly and a 
steel doctor blade is used to remove excess ink from the anilox roll. The doctor blade is positioned parallel to 
and set at a 30-degree angle to the surface of the anilox roll. The doctor blade arrangement provides more 
precise and consistent ink metering, but it tends to produce more wear on the anilox roll than the tree roller 
system. 

Q2. Explain any one cylinder making process of gravure printing.          5   Marks  

Answer- There are four basic means of engraving the image into a gravure cylinder: 

Diffusion-Etch Process. Also called conventional gravure engraving, diffusion-etch is the oldest method of 
gravure cylinder engraving. It uses two film positives, one of which is a film positive of the image (solid areas, 
text, or continuous-tone, variable-density image) the other being a special gravure screen, containing between 
100:200 lines per inch. The screen is used to "convert" the solid image into many tiny cells (similar to making 
a halftone from a continuous-tone photograph, for example), which are small squares oriented at a 45º angle 
to the direction of web travel through the press (diamonds, basically). The positive image and the screen are 
placed on top of a carbon tissue, a water-soluble paper covered with a light-sensitive gelatin resist, and 
consecutively exposed to ultraviolet light. After exposure, the least exposed image areas are soft and soluble, 
while the most highly exposed non-image areas are hard and insoluble, and those mid-tone regions are slightly 
exposed and produce a slightly hard and insoluble emulsion. The carbon tissue is then adhered to the surface 
of the gravure cylinder, and developed. The cylinder with the developed resist is placed in an acid bath 
(commonly a ferric chloride etchant), where the etchant eats through the resist and into the copper at varying 
rates, depending on the hardness of the emulsion. In the highlight areas—those that have received the most 
exposure—the etchant eats through very slowly, so that in a given period of etching time the cells engraved 
into the copper are very shallow (and thus print the lightest), while in the shadows and solids—areas that have 
received the least exposure—the etchant eats through the resist and into the copper very quickly, so that the 
engraved cells are deeper (and thus print the darkest). The mid-tone regions—which have had varying degrees 
of exposure, spending on the density of the image—allow a moderate amount of etchant through, producing 
cells that are not as ldeep as shadows and not as shallow as highlights. Non-image areas possess the thickest 
portions of the emulsion and thus allow the copper surface to remain unetched. The time required for the 
completion of the etching process is about half an hour. 

In the diffusion-etch process, all cells are the same size, and the thickness of the membrane between cells—
called the cell wall—remains constant. The amount of light the resist received determines the depth of the 
cells; highlights and light areas produce shallow cells (which don't hold much ink) while the shadows and 
darker areas produce deeper cells (which hold more ink). A variation of this etching system is called a two-
positive system, which operates the same basic way, but the gravure screen is replaced by a halftone screen 
made from continuous-tone illustration matter, while a standard gravure screen is used for solids and text 
matter. The advantage of this system is that the halftone screen allows the cells to vary in area, not just 
depth. This allows greater degrees of sharpness and detail. Another variation is known as Hard Dot 
Engraving in which the depth of each cell is the same, but the area of each cell varies, depending upon 
whether it is a highlight or a solid. 

Direct-Transfer Process. Also called the Single-Positive System, the direct transfer process is, like the 
diffusion-etch process, a chemical etching process. The primary difference is in the composition of the resist, 
which replaces the carbon tissue with high-contrast, high-resolution photopolymer emulsions. The emulsion is 
applied (by a spray, ring coater, or other means) directly to the copper-plated surface of the gravure cylinder 
itself. A single screened positive is brought into contact with the emulsion on the cylinder and exposed to 
ultraviolet light. As in the diffusion-etch process, the exposed (non-image) areas become hard, while the 
unexposed (image) areas remain soft. A solvent is used to wash away the unexposed resist, and the 
photopolymeric resist produces cells that print with smoother edges than cells etched by electromechanical 
engraving. Etchant is applied, as before, and engraves cells at a rate that varies according to the thickness of 
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the resist. The film positive is carried by clear mylar belts between the emulsion of the gravure cylinder and a 
mercury-vapor lamp, which enables the engraver to expose the resist in a circumferential fashion. The direct-
transfer process is also quicker than the diffusion-etch process, taking only about 4:10 minutes to etch a 
cylinder. 

Despite the quickness and ease of the previous forms of chemical engraving, they have been replaced for the 
most part by newer techniques, primarily by the electromechanical process, while newer digital computer-to-
laser systems are making inroads into the gravure engraving process. 

Electromechanical Engraving. Electromechanical engraving uses an electronically-controlled diamond-stylus 
to cut the the cells into the surface of the gravure cylinder. The original copy is scanned into a computer and 
digitized. Each scanned and digitized image is converted to halftone-like dots, each having an electronic signal, 
ranging in intensity from 0:100%, depending upon the darkness or lightness of the image. The image is then 
converted back into an analog signal which then drives the engraving head , telling it how deep to carve the 
cell on the cylinder. (Cell depth and cell area are varied simultanously by using a tapered engraving head.) The 
computer then controls the engraving head, which moves across and around the cylinder, engraving cells of 
varying depths. The thickness of the cell walls can also be varied; at 100% depth, the diamond-shaped cells 
interlock with those of the rows on either side of it, with just a tiny cell wall. At 10%, however, the cells are 
much reduced in size and there is a good deal of space between them. With computerized engraving, the angle 
of the cells themselves can be altered as well, by producing elongated or compressed diamond-shaped cells as 
necessary. Electromechanical engraving devices take much longer than chemical processes; on a 40-inch wide 
cylinder with a 30-inch circumference, there are over 25 million cells. At an average speed of 3,200 cells per 
second, it takes nearly 2H hours to engrave a single cylinder.  

Laser-Cutting Process. The most recent development in gravure engraving is the use of computer-directed 
lasers, which, like the electromechanical method, cut cells of varying depths and sizes. The original is scanned 
into a computer, the various image densities are determined, and lasers etch the cylinder. Due to the high light 
reflectance of copper, however, it is not particularly useful for laser etching. Consequently, other materials 
such as special alloys or plastics can be used to coat the cylinder. The real advantage of the laser processes is 
the speed; at 30,000 cells per second, the 40-inch wide, 30-inch circumference cylinder mentioned above 
would only take about 13 minutes. 

Regardless of the system used (chemical engraving still has its adherents, but the increasing tendency toward 
computer-generated originals is making direct computer-to-cylinder processes more and more popular), after 
engraving the cylinder is electroplated with a layer of chrome, to offer protection against the abrasive action of 
the doctor blade.  

Q3.Write a Short Note (Any Two)       2 ½ X 2 

1. Anilox Roller  2. Electronic Engraver  3. Use of Fecl3 

Anilox Roller-An engraved metal or ceramic roller used in flexographic printing presses to transfer ink from 
the fountain roller (or directly from the fountain) to the printing plate. A flexographic inking system is 
sometimes known as an anilox system.The purpose of the anilox roller is to pick up ink from the fountain roller 
(or, in some configurations, directly from the ink fountain) and deliver a predetermined, metered, uniform 
amount of ink to the rubber printing plate. It accomplishes this because its surface (commonly of steel that has 
been treated to make it suitable for engraving) pitted with etched cells, typically only visible under 
magnification. (The number of cells can vary from 80:1,000 cells per inch, depending on the application.) 

Electronic Engraver- This is new device whict is use for cylinder making for gravour printing by 
Electromechanical engraving process. the device uses an electronically-controlled diamond-stylus to cut the the 
cells into the surface of the gravure cylinder. The original copy is scanned into a computer and digitized. Each 
scanned and digitized image is converted to halftone-like dots, each having an electronic signal, ranging in 
intensity from 0:100%, depending upon the darkness or lightness of the image. The image is then converted 
back into an analog signal which then drives the engraving head , telling it how deep to carve the cell on the 
cylinder. (Cell depth and cell area are varied simultanously by using a tapered engraving head.) The computer 
then controls the engraving head, which moves across and around the cylinder, engraving cells of varying 
depths. The thickness of the cell walls can also be varied; at 100% depth, the diamond-shaped cells interlock 
with those of the rows on either side of it, with just a tiny cell wall. At 10%. With computerized engraving, the 
angle of the cells themselves can be altered as well, by producing elongated or compressed diamond-shaped 
cells as necessary.  

Use of Fecl3-  

 Fecl3 use as etchant for engraving copper cylinder  
 use for electroplating on copper cylinder 
 for etching Printed Circuit Board (PCB)  
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Q1. Make a line Diagram of sheet fed offset Machine with mentioning all its parts.  7 ½ marks 

 

Q2. How many types of Transfer Cylinders. Explain?      7 ½ marks 

Answer- Transfer system have three types 

1. Chain Transfer System 
2. Single Drum Transfer System 
3. Three Drum transfer system 

Chain transfer system- Set of transfer gripper transport the sheet from one impression cylinder to other. A long 
chain delivery provides more time to dry the sheet. 

Single Drum Transfer System- A Set of gripper on a large diameter transfer cylinder transport the sheet from 
one impression cylinder to other. 

Three drum transfer cylinder system-This system is use a high quality multicolour printing machines. It 
provides more time & transfer drum are position with a anti marking device. A special air cussend drum or 
special net like covering is attached transfer cylinder their contact the wet side of the sheet. 
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